The Catcher in the Rye

Conflict:
- Casual
- 411 expressed
- Nostalgic longing
- Business by self interés
- Chy cial - belonging people
- Captor

Set in 1951, in New York City.

Key Elements:
- Holden Caulfield
- The voice of the protagonist
- The adult world as "phony"
- But part of him reflects adulthood (for sex mainly)
- Wants to come as a conflict within his psyche.

- ELIMINATE TALKING
- At a Wicker Bar
- Lace Meets Can
- Times Square
- Breakfast Avenue
- Gives 10 Dollars
- Within breakfast
- Meeting
- Incidents
- Manhattan
- Pency
- Spencer
- Stairs & Renoy Rep.
- Long Weekend
1. Mr. Antolini's house.
2. He leaves after leaving Mr. Antolini's house.
3. Centra station to sleep.

4. Sneaks in to see Phoebe.
5. She is upset.
7. He tells her it's coming through the eye not the ear.
8. Leaves note.
9. Leaves note to school to tell her she is leaving.
Rash judgement of Mr Antolini makes him think about his way of judging quickly.
Holden loves stories of stones, but by him? Not held. He doesn't feel in home. Wrote a series of poems on his baseball glove, which comes around to holden's fear of death. When allie dies, holds glass with her hands bear resemblance to the hollies. Allie is a writer in Hollywood, AB: D. B.


Allie a writer. Eight baseball poems on his glove. When he comes around to holden's fear of death. When allie dies, holds glass with her hands bear resemblance to the hollies. Allie is a writer in Hollywood, AB: D. B.
STRADDLE ATTK

- Ackley

- Sexually experienced
- He calls him "sexually bastard"
- He's Keesie's childhood friend
- Dares Holden's upgrades
- Secret Spy Club
- Attractive
- Stupid
- Sexual encounter
- Lies about gain
- Acne
- Dirty dental hygiene
- Stupid

Ackley:
Sally: Hayes:
- "Holden's girlfriend"
- Meets him in NY
- Annoys Holden by flirting with another boy
- HC calls her a royal pain in the ass
- First they went to see a matinee on Broadway.
- Radio City to ice skate.
- Holden asks her to run away with him to Vermont.

Jane Gallager:
- Holden's childhood friend
- Dates Stradlater
- Holden kissed her all over the face when she was upset at her stepfather.
- Spent time with Holden in Maine one summer.
Characters

Other

Faith Cavendish

Sex with her to make her come... calls thinking me...

Holden

In love with Holden

Dances with Holden

Blond cos she...

Room @ Holden's Hotel

Edmont Hotel

Women @ Ladder Room

D.B.'s at Simpsons

Nurse

Gives nurses 10 dollars.

God crosses path @ bar.

About Rondo @ Tulip.

Talks to them.

Colombia

Student

Wrote to Holden.

Advisor

Can't use...

Prom Date
1. Catch-all for describing hypocrisy, pretense & shallowness he encounters.

2. Says all adults are phonies & can't even see it. That's why he withdraws.

3. Never observes his own phoniness. Always searching for it in others.

4. He knows he's a compulsive liar.
Even though he 

- Self - confidence & Self - worth.
- Fear of the unknown.
- Unpredictable events.

...to question his sense of self.
- Fine line between feeling 
  safe & secure.
- Physical & emotional.
- Recurring motifs.
- Sexuality.

- Relationships, intimacy.
- Fear of intimacy & relationships, he looks
  for them. Full of distrust.
- Fears intimacy & relationships, he looks
  for them. Full of distrust.
- Fears intimacy & relationships, he looks
  for them. Full of distrust.

1. Primary indicators
2. Behavior indicators
3. Through a book
4. Through a book
5. We see his quest
6. Driving force
7. Loneliness
8. Can Luce
9. From loneliness
10. To get each
11. His own attempts
12. Sabotages
13. World & meanings
14. Development from his presence in the here & now.
15. Isolation & loneliness
16. Defecates the why
17. Defecates the why
18. Know why he doesn't
19. Longness but
20. For companionship
Liying & Deception

- His definition of phoniness
- Harmful elements
- Most obvious
- Refuses to acknowledge his own shortcomings
- Proceed through his theory
- There is also deception
- A phenq
Symbols:

3. Ducks in Central Park: His concern over the world and his family.
5. Ducks growl: Represents cruelty of the world.
6. Ducks show us a genuine friendship.
7. Frozen feet: Represent frozen world of the story. He wishes he could try.
8. Horn = minor. Cause him to change. To tear change. He needs a genuine friendship.
10. Allies hair, same colour as book. It is with purity. Maybe he associates. As a child, he doesn't need for companionship. For companionship is solution vs. People he doesn't know.